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Homework Packet [16 pts, 4pts each] 
This should contain stamped homework for Sections 2.1, 2.2/2.3, 2.5, 2.6. Make sure your homework 
assignments are in order.  
 
Notebook [16 pts, 4pts each] 
Please include notes and a summary for each section I have lectured in class.  A summary is at least 3 
sentences and itemizes any concepts that you have learned. You should also include any handouts given 
during the chapter with appropriate explanations of the answers you chose.  
 
Notes (3):   2.2/2.3-Computing Limits, 2.5-Continuity, 2.6-Trig Functions 
Handouts (1): Graph match quiz “...I Made it out of Clay” (with explanations) 

 
Test [~100 pts] 
The test has ~15 free-response questions.  No graphing calculator is permitted.  A scientific calculator is 
needed for one question. Expect the difficulty of the exam to exceed the difficulty of the homework 
problems.  You will need to work very quickly to finish in 50 minutes.   
 
Study Topics 
This is a list of topics that may appear on the exam.  This list may not necessarily reflect all material that 
appears on the test.  Any material discussed in class plus any material referred to in class for outside 
reading is fair game for the exam.  You are encouraged to find example problems of each type below 
(review problems in HW and practice similar problems not in HW). 
 
-Solve nonlinear inequalities such as x2 – x + 1 > 0 interval notation 
 
-Removing the parameter from a pair of parametric equations to produce the Cartesian equation 
 
-Recognize whether a sequence is convergent or divergent 
 
-Convert coordinates between Polar and Cartesian coordinates 
 
-Compute the angle between two vectors in 2D vector space 
 
-Horizontal Line Test and One-to-One functions 
 
-Composition of functions 
 +Beware of domain/range questions (read carefully) 
 
-Symmetry of Functions (x-axis, y-axis, origin or neither) 
  
-Transformations of functions 
 +shifting, flipping, etc... 
 
-Limits involving radicals 
 +beware of signs (+/- infinity) 
 +use ‘irrational conjugate’ for certain indeterminate expressions 
 
-Limits involving rational expressions 

+use synthetic/long division as necessary 
+apply asymptotic techniques as necessary 



 

 
-Limits involving absolute value 
 +Be sure to use the definition of abs value to break up these limits, as necessary 
 
-Limits that DNE (+/- infinity)...be able to use a sign argument to find the one-sided limit 
 
-Finding horizontal asymptotes (HA) using limits as x → +/- infinity 
 +You must check both +/- in case the function has two different HA 
 
-Recognize the discontinuities of a function and classify them 
 +Removable vs. nonremovable (infinite vs. jump) 
 
-Rewrite a discontinuous function as a continuous function by “removing” the discontinuity 
 
-Solve for value of unknown constants (c, k...) to make a piecewise function continuous (pg 157, #25) 
 
-Trig limits involving sine, cosine, tangent 
 +Use identities and other algebraic manipulations to solve trig limits 
 
-Trig limits involving change-in-variable (see lecture notes) 
 
-Apply Squeeze Theorem to find a limit 
 
-Know special techniques for indeterminate forms: 
 +Use factoring/cancelling for limits involving 0/0 
 +Use substitution (u=1/x) for limits involving 0*∞ 
 +Use ‘conjugate’ for limits involving ∞ - ∞ (pg 137, #31-33) 
 
-Apply IVT to locate the zeroes (roots) of a nonlinear equation to arbitrary precision 
 +You can use a scientific calculator for this problem 
 
 
 


